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BORN THE ILLEGITIMATE SON OF FAMED MUTANT ACTIVIST CHARLES XAVIER, 
DAVID HALLER’S PAST IS MARRED BY TRAUMA, BOTH PHYSICAL AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL...BUT HE DOESN’T BEAR THIS WEIGHT ALONE: HUNDREDS OF 
UNIQUE PERSONAS, ALL WITH SEPARATE MUTANT ABILITIES, LIVE WITHIN HIS 

MIND. HE IS MANY. HE IS

L E G I O N.
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TRAUMA
part four

WHEN AN EVIL PERSONA CALLING ITSELF LORD TRAUMA TOOK CONTROL 

OF LEGION’S MINDSCAPE, LEGION REACHED OUT TO CELEBRITY 

PSYCHOTHERAPIST DR. HANNAH JONES FOR ASSISTANCE. WITH THE 

GUIDANCE OF A PERSONA NAMED TAMI, HANNAH’S CONSCIOUSNESS 

TRAVERSES LEGION’S MIND TO HELP CURE HIM—BUT SHE MAY HAVE 

MET HER MATCH IN THE AGGRESSIVE ALTER EGO CALLED “HUNTER”...



I’m doctor hannah 
jones. they call me 
the psychologist to 
the stars. my latest 
patient--david haller, 
a.k.a. legion--isn’t a 
star or a celebrity.

he’s just an 
extremely troubled 

young man with what 
used to be called 

multiple personalities. 

and right now 
I’m inside david’s 
mind, doing my 
best not to be 
killed by one 

of them… 

well, 
I gave you 

your chance 
to beg for 

mercy. 

put the gun down, hunter. 
we both know you’re not 

going to shoot me. 

damn, 
it’s almost 

a pity to blow 
your pretty 
little head 

off. 

you’ve 
got some 
nerve, I’ll 
give you 

that. 



the important thing is not 
to flinch. not for a moment.

alpha personalities like 
hunter feed on fear. 

take that 
away…and you 
deprive them 
of much of 

their power. 

you’ve 
taken 

the place 
of the alter 
they called 

jack wayne, 
who was 
subsumed 
by lord 
trauma. 

 w-what 
of it?

it’s got 
to be tough…
trying to fill 

his boots. 

I d-do 
 okay…

she’s 
t-trying to 

make him 
mad!

for 
once I 

agree with 
wounded 
boy. your 

psychologist 
friend has 
lost her 

mind, tami! 

I think 
you’re 

scared, 
hunter. 

a scared 
little 
boy.

really? 
everything about 

you--the hunting, the 
musky perfume, the sexist 
bluster--tells me you’re 

trying a little 
too hard. 

mon dieu! 
w-what is she 

doing?

tami told 
me a little 

about wayne. 
a real man’s 

man.  



in my experience, 
there’s one 

thing that an 
old-school macho 
alter like hunter 
just can’t help 
responding to--

--and 
that’s an 

attractive 
woman 

asking for 
assistance.

we seem to have gained 
a new alter. but maybe 
that’s all for the best. 

I even allow myself to 
believe I might win the battle 

to save david haller…

scared? 
me? I ain’t ever 

heard anything so 
ridiculous!

hell, I 
recently faced 
down two wild 

shibboleths from 
haller’s id. didn’t 

shoot until I saw 
the green of 
their eyes. 

help 
me fight 

lord trauma. 
I…I can’t 
do it on 
my own, 

see. 

so prove 
it, big man. 

show me just 
how tough 

you are.

looks 
like you 
need a 

man’s help, 
baby.

we’re 
gonna 

kick lord 
trauma’s 

ass! 

come out, you 
chicken-livered 

cowards. we got 
work to do. 



Hannah Jones’ 
hospital room. 
Hannah Jones’ 
hospital room. 
Hannah Jones’ 
hospital room. 

you 
should’ve 

stuck to your 
celebrity tv 
interviews, 

doctor 
jones. 

this 
is strictly 
between 
me and 
haller. 

ugh! but 
hurt is what 
I do, david. 

 no more 
trauma. 

I won’t 
let you hurt 

her, lord 
trauma! 

uhh!

aghh!

no!

no more 
suffering. 
no more 
madness. 

but I 
can release you 

from that hurt. let 
me take control of us 

and it will be over. 



m-my 
name is 
legion…

f-for
we are 
many…

 joe fury. 
hunter. the 
exorcist! 
zari zap! 

ughh!

hannah! 
you’ve cut 

hannah!

ugh!

your pathetic 
friends can’t 
help you now, 

haller. 


